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Atchley calls for UOP's Greeks earn recognition
Greeks making
office changes
By Julie Webster

Staff Writer

By Ben Goorin
News Editor
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In an attempt to launch what Presi
dent Bill Atchley calls "a major fund
raising campaign" several parts of the
University are being restructured, in
cluding the relocation of certain of
fices.
"It is imperative that I devote a
substantial part of my time to active
fund-raising for the next several
months," says Atchley. He says in
creasing the endowment is key to rais
ing salaries, making morescholarships
available and controlling tuition in
creases.
,
"I think something has got to be
done if I am going to be successful in
doing the things that I think we need to
be successful in," says Atchley.
So that he can concentrate on this
campaign Atchley has placed Execu
tive Vice President Horace Fleming in
charge of running some of the daily
operations of the University.
"He will consult with me regularly
and work with theother vice presidents
to ensure that the University functions
smoothly on a day-to-day basis," says
Atchley.
Fleming and his staff will be taking
over thesecond floor of Anderson Hall,
where the career planning and coop
erative education arecurrently located.

He will be joined by the University
Relations staff, which is relocating from
Knoles Hall.
Atchley says he wants to consoli
date the marketing, public relations,
and fund raising aspects of the Univer
sity into one building.
The career planning and placement
and office of cooperative education
will be moving from the second floor
of Anderson Hall to thesecond floor of
McConchie Hall, across Pacific Ave.
Other office changes include mov
ing Curt Redden, vice president for
institutional advancement to the first
floor of Anderson Hall, adjacent to
Atchley's office. Parts of the financial
aid department will occupy space in
Knoles Hall and will have the opportu
nity to work more easily with Admis
sions, says Atchley.
UOP's current endowment is cur
rently around 36 million dollars, which
Atchley admits is quite low. He says a
school of our size should have endow
ment of at least 60 million dollars.
Moving offices around is going to
incur some cost on the University, but
Atchley says there are funds desig
nated for this purpose. He also says,
"You have to spend money to make
money," and hopes more office space
assigned to this purpose will help the
long term state of the University.

the grades

The greek community, as well as
students, faculty, and administration at
UOP, have something to boast about.
UOP greeks have returned from The
Western Regional Greek Conference
this month with three impressive
awards.

By Valerie Sarver
Staff Writer

UOP's Inter Fraternity Council
(IFC) won awards in scholarship and
educational programming while
Panhellenic also won a scholarship
award for the sororities.
UOP was one of threeschools where
both Panhellenic and IFC's average
grade point averages were higher than
the national average for collegiate men
and women.
In spring 1990, thesororities' com
bined GPA was 3.06 and college
women's was 2.92. In the fall 1990,
UOP sororities averaged 3.06 qpd col
lege women averaged 2.69. For the
men, in the spring, fraternities aver
aged 2.63 and college men averaged
2.57. In the fall, fraternities averaged
2.72 and college men averaged 2.62.
In itssecond award, IFC was recog
nized for its educational programming.
Some of the things that IFC accom
plished were: (1) Conducted a pledge
leadership retreat (2) Hosted guest
speakers on campus, including David
Leshke who spoke about the roles of
fraternity leaders and alcohol abuse,
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Greek Advisor Tom VanSchoor stands with IFC President Sal Goin
in accepting two impressive awards from a Greek conference.
and Eileen Stevens who spoke about
hazing (3) Co-sponsored with
Anheuser-Busch, "Tips Training," a
bartender training program (4) Dis
tributed Wellness Newsletters on sub
jects such asAIDS, alcohol abuse,date
rape and managing study time (5)
Organized a Sexual Harassment work
shop and (6) Conducted a University
IFC retreat.

Sal Goin, IFC president and presi
dent of Alpha Kappa Lambda, was the
head delegate who accepted thea wards
for IFC. "The Educational Program
ming award was important because we
were competing against every other
fraternity system in theWestern United
States and we won it That's a very big
achievement," said Goin. "We owe a
(See GREEK AWARDS, page 2)

In recognition of the outstanding
UOP greek scholarship this year, a
reception was held from 4-6 p.m. on
Wednesday, April 17 at President Bill
Atchley's house. The purpose of the
reception wastoacknowledgeall greeks
witha3.5 grade pointaverage or above
for last semester. Each student was
encouraged to bring a professor they
felt had served as a mentor to them.
"It seems like most people ignore
the scholarshipaspcctofGreekorganizations. I think the reception was an
effective way of recognizing that we
are concerned with scholarship," says
Phi Delta Theta President Matt
Gertmenian who is maintaining a 3.75
grade point average.
Interfratemity Council (IFC) Schol
arship Chairman Rick Carrigan said
the reception wasone of the goals he set
for IFC last year. "It shows the faculty
that greek life is more than just parties.
It has academic tones as well."
Panhellenic Vice President Alisa
Mayeda and Carrigan organized the
reception.
"Hopefully it will become a UOP
tradition," says Mayeda. "Being the
first year, I thinkit wasagrcat success."

Joe Clark comes out swinging
By Dawn Dooley
Staff Writer

9
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Itisnot often thataspeakerreceives
a standing ovation before opening his
mouth. Such an ovation was awarded
to famed high school principal, Joe
Clark, Wednesday night in a crowded
Faye Spanos Hall. The event was
sponsored by UPBEAT as part of its
spring lecture series.
Clark is a principal, whose contro
versial advocacy of strong discipline in
the school system, has given him a
place in thepublic eye as has the movie,
"Lean On Me" which portrays his ac
complishments at Paterson, N.J's
Eastside High School.
A grateful Clark "came out kickin"
in a new suit, shoes, cuff links and tie
clip which accommodated his "very
expensive taste." His ensemble was
presented asa gift from UOP. It seems
his luggage did not accompany him to
Stockton.
He isa very energetic speaker whose
style is somewhat "preachy," com
mented sophomore Emily Davis. An
enthusiastic audience responded to what

he had to say. Clark sees himself as, "a
unifier of people" or "an engine of
change." He left many messages for
the youth of today regarding success,
education and racism. He told stu
dents, "If you end up being nothing in
this society, blame yourself because
that's just what you wanted to be."
Clark asked the audience what success
was and stated that, "Some will miss it
because it's dressed in overalls and
looks like work."
Speaking with authority, Clark
called for reform in the education sys
tem saying thatblackstudents are,"aca
demically inferior, not intellectually
inferior." The education systems in
minority districts have lower standards
which make it difficult for the students
tocompete. "We have become a nation
of squabbling nationalities," stated
Clark. Hesaiditis the white's "respon
sibility to make sure America is a free,
equal and just society."
Clark, himself, commented that he
would either be loved or hated by the
audience. His actions and attitudes
have made him controversial. Frank
Graves, mayor of Paterson, N.J., and

The man behind the bat gets all air
an editorial by Michael Sklut

"Crazy joe" delivers a powerful speech at the Spanos Concert Hall
among those responsible for his ap
pointment to Eastside, said of Clark in
an interview for The Economist, "His
first two years, he did a remarkable job
improving the school. Since then he
has become a figure of his imagina
tion."
As a former drill sergeant in the
Army Reserves, Clark took advantage

^militia farps of Earth Dav I
J

of that training and policed the halls of
Eastside carrying a bullhorn and a base
ball bat. He enforced rules such as: no
talking or congregating in the halls
between classes, walking only on the
right side of the hall and making stu
dents subject to singing the school alma
mater over the intercom system at a
(See CLARK, back page)

As Joe Clark, the now famous principal of Eastside High School in
Patterson, New Jersey, came out to a
standing ovation at Faye Spanos Hall,
he promised not to bore the audience.
Decked out in his UOP funded suit, he
discussed a variety of controversial
topics which included racism, public
education, busing in schools and the
state of black youths. There was no
doubt that Clark made some valid
points, but he also tended to sound
hypocritical on major issues.
Clark believes the problem with
public schools are not the teachers but
the "weak willed Board of Education
Directors." He stressed that teachers in
America deserve much more credit
and appreciation then they receive.We
must get off teacher's backs and let
them teach.
He never discussed any way to solve
the problem of black illiteracy,which
he says affects 42 percent of blacks
coming out of public schools. He did
say, that by seating blacks next to

whites and letting the information flow
into their heads through osmosis, some
how will not fix the problem.
Clark did make some valid points
for the underrated intelligence of back
youth. "If they can memorize the lyrics
to M.C. Hammer, Boogie Down Pro
duction and Public Enemy, they can
memorize their times tables," Clark
yelled, "f they can takea round ball and
throw itat an angle in which it goes into
a round hoop off a rectangular
backboard they can learn geometry
and trigonometry."
The last half-an-hour of the speech
was the achievements of Joe Clark. A
half-an-hour in which Clark bragged
about his achievements. He began by
talking about his TIME magazinecover
story and how the story and his bat had
made him rich. This led to the state
ment, "the name of freedom is green,
and I have enough money to be called
anything I want." Is this the example of
a principal is supposed to set? The
(See BATMAN, back page)

Students' "Ri9ht t0 Know"about crimes
Bv
Michael Sklut
By Michael
Sklut

Staff Writer
In 1986 at Lehigh University, in
Pennsylvania, a female student was
raped and murdered in her dorm room;
her attacker entering the building via a
door that was held open by a chair. The
door was usually left open while stu
dents moved in for the term, just as
often occurs here. Had thisbeen known
as a threat to students' safety, this at
tack could have been prevented.
Recent legislation brought by the
girl's parents has led to the Student's
Right-to-Know Act. Any criminal ac
tivity on campus must berecorded and
published in accordance with the new
law, and students must have access to
this information in the form of annual
reports. The law goes into effect this
September.
To assist Public Safety in process
ing all of this information, innovative
computer systems have acquired.
Three new Macintosh LC comput
ers are now in operation at UOP's

Department of Public Safety. The
$8,000 to $10,000 worth of computers
and software was installed roughly three
weeks ago to the delight of Lt. Jerry
Houston. "If someone is stopped by an
officer,"Houstonreports,"information
about his history will come up within
seconds."
Probably the most important fea

_

ture of the new computers is how fast
the information can get processed. With
the computers, information about prior
crimes can be accessed in seconds.
David Atchley, marketing director
for Integrated Education Systems, be
lieves the new system will help UOP
tremendously. "It puts UOP on the
See "RIGHT TO KNOW', back page)
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New amusement park coming
By Charlynn Graves
Staff Writer
You've heard of Disneyland, Knotts
Berry Farm and Magic Mountain, but
have you heard of Gold Rush City?
Gold R ush City is a proposed theme
amusement park planned for theStock
ton area. Its central theme will be
California's mining history. The pro
posed location of the park is between
Lathrop and Tracy and would consist
of between 150 to 200 acres.
Can history be incorporated into a
commercial profit theme park? That is
one of the questions that was posed in
last week's Gold Rush symposium held
atUOP.
At this year's annual Gold Rush
Conference, Ron Limbaugh of UOP's

3

history department invited Norman
Jarettt, developer of Gold Reef City in
Johannesburg, Africa to speak on the
plans for the amusement park.
"I've probably spent more time in
California's gold country than most
Californians," said Jarett. He said that
this is what started his interest in the
development of a theme park devoted
to the recreation of history during the
peak mining period.
Jarett told members of the confer
ence that much research has been done
regarding what the recreation of old
towns would consist of. He went on to
explain how the park could bring back
to life those historic times.
The Park would be "an experience
that will take you back to those exciting
times in San Francisco during theCali-

fomia gold rush," said Jarrett.
Gold Rush City would be a "self
contained, fully operational city," said
Jarrett. The amusement park would
provide over 60 specialty shops adapted
to that period in time. The park would
also have old-time saloons, rodeos and
live entertainment.
An authentically-styled hotelwithin
the park'sboundaries would lend to the
overall atmosphere. Cable cars, steam
trains and other forms of transportation
would be included to simulate the past.

UOP's Greek system honored
(AWARDS,

from page 1)

large part to Tom Van Schoor and his
efforts to guide IFC in conjunction
with some really motivated and dedi
cated officers in IFC."
Tom Van Schoor, dean of student
life and greek advisor, said that to the
best of his knowledge, UOP's IFC had
never won anything like this before."We
have to put this in perspective because
we only have five fraternities at UOP,
compared to the larger schools. We did

more educational programming than
they did," said Van Schoor. This year
IFC won two of four possible awards.
UOP did not win an award for commu
nity service or most improved.
There was a total of863 representa
tives from universities and colleges
throughout the western United States.
IFC and Panhellenic Councils came
from 10 states including Arizona, Cali
fornia, Colorado, Montana, Nevada,
New Mexico,Oregon, Texas, Utah and

Washington.
Van Schoor accepted the award for
Panhellenic. Jim Ilog, of AKL, and
MattPhillips, Alpha Kappa Phialumna,
also represented UOP at the confer,
ence.
The Regional Greek Conferenceis
a leadership development conference
for students and greek advisors. It was
held April 4-7 at the Hyatt Regency in
Burlingame, CA.
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Public Storage Rental Space

%
1st month rent
(All storage sizes)

Come while they last!!
Call Emilia at (209) 474-3802
1011 East March Lane • Stockton
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The new Apple StyleWriter.

Which price looks better to you?
It's compact (at just 13"x 5"it fits easily
more impressive your in the most cramped dorm room). It's
papers and
~J projects
quiet (so quiet you can print at 3 a.m. with.... look, the more impact out waking up your roommate).
yourideaswdl have on yourprofessors.
And it's from Apple - designed so now
Which is why you might want to know youcangeteverythingoutofaMacintosh'
11 computer that Apple built into it.
0
offers crisp, laser-quality printing for about Not just the power to look your
the same cost as a dot matrix printer.
best. The power to be your best!
Lets face it. The

University llook Store
Utlmiil; Cuter • Slocklo., CA 9521 I • (2(9) 916 2329

UNIVERSITY COMPUTER STORE
A Division of University Bookstore
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center
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—CAMPUS NEWS NOTES—

Judge says Kinko's violated copyright laws

School May Strip Nude Beach Expert Of Tenure
MACOMB, 111. (CPS) A faculty committee said it will decide by midMay if it will recommend Western Illinois University Prof. George Harker
an expert on nude beaches, be punished for supposedly skipping faculty
meetings, cutting classes, failing to keep office hours for students and not
giving final exams.

Shops 'have to get permission now'; course anthologies may become more expensive
(CPS)— Kinko's Graphics Corp., ing was "fair use" under the copyright
which owns the chain of copy centers law. She barred Kinko's from "future
that sit next to hundreds of campuses anthologizing and copying of plainaround the country* violated copyright / tiffs' works" without obtaining appro
laws by reproducing excerpts from priate permissions and paying fees.
books and selling them in anthologies The company must also pay $510,000
for college students, a U.S. District in damages and publishers' legal fees.
Court judge ruled in New York March Nicholas Veliotes, the APA's president,
28.
called the decision "a major vindica
Kinko's, the court said, offered its tion of the rights of copyright holders
custom textbook publishing service and of the importance of protecting the
without getting permission from the financial incentives that foster the cre
authors whose works itreproduced and ation of new works that enrich our
sold.
intellectual heritage." In a prepared
Students should still be able to get statement, the publishers' association,
the homemade anthologies, however. which coordinated the two-year-old
It doesn't really affect education at lawsuit, labeled the ruling "a landmark
all, said Virginia Antos of the Ameri decision that will benefit every copy
can Publishers Association (APA), right holder in the United States." It
which filed the suit against the com could mean more expensive course
pany. "This was about illegal and unau materials for students, though.
thorized photocopying.That's as faras
Kinko's will now have to request
it goes," she maintained. "The copy permission to use all copyrighted ma
shops will simply have to get permis terials, not just those materials they
sion now." "Kinko's will still provide though didn't fall under the "fair use"
education materials," Adrianna Foss, a category, Foss explained. And since
spokeswoman for the Ventura, publishers have the right to assess any
Calif.-based quick print company. In a royalty charges they want,"there could
57-page opinion, Judge Constance be an increase in cost," Foss said.
Baker MoUey found that a large por Kinko's primary defense was that its
tion of Kinko's earnings came from acts constituted "fair use" of the works
photocopying substantial portions of
under copyright laws because such use
copyrighted material for collections was educational in purpose. The court
used in academic courses. She rejected disagreed. The chain's "insistence that
the company's claim that photocopy theirs are educational concerns and not

The committee could ask WIU President Ralph Wagoner to exonerate
Harker, fixe himor give him a lesser punishment. Harkerattorney Mark Dunn
portrayed his client at an April 1disciplinary meeting as merely"a free spirit.
Eccentric people are an important part of our culture," he said.

Police Raid Drinking Parties At Two Campuses
(CPS) Police raided three parties near the campus of Plymouth (N.H.)
State College in mid-March, leaving behind notes saying 'The 'Nasty Boys'
were here...Again! Stay tuned for future engagements." Undercover officers
arrested at least seven people.
Pennsylvania police arrested a total of 30 Edinboro University students
in a raid at about the same time of the sting at Plymouth, the Clock the
Edinboro campus paper reported.

U.S. Dept. Of Education Asks Judge To Rethink Rulinq
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)—Lawyers for the U.S. Dept. of Education,
which oversees most federal college programs, asked U.S. District Judge
Russell Clark April 1 to reconsider his ruling forcing Southwest Missouri
S tate University officials to let the campus newspaper see local crime reports.
While SMSU said it will not appeal thecase, the Education Dept. argued
that the1974 Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act meant revealing the
names of crime suspects and victims violated students' privacy. Until Clark
decides whether to reopen the case, the department is asking all campuses
except SMSU to withhold crime name information from school reporters.

Condom Maker Warns Student To Back Off
TUCSON, Ariz. (CPS)—The manufacturer of Trojan and Hercules
condoms has warned a University of Arizona student to stop selling a
condom-shaped computer dust cover—advertised as helping to "protect
against viruses"—or risk a lawsuit for violating trademarks owned by Carter
Wallace, Inc. of New York.
In a letter to UA student Nyles Bauer, the company threatened to sue if
Bauer did stop selling the product, which caused "consumer confusion as to
the source or origin of the product."The project, Bauer told the Daily Wildcat,
the campus paper, involved about 1,500 special "reservoir-tipped computer
covers thatare a two-foot take-off on condom packages." He said he plans to
stop selling them as soon as he empties his inventory.

profit-making ones boggles the mind."
By its actions, Motley said, Kinko's
had created a new nationwide business
that"usurped" the copyrights and prof
its of the publishing industry.

(CPS)—Colleges should make
radical changes in the way they teach
math, make better use of computers
and even develop new teaching meth
ods, the National Research Council
urged April 9.
College students' interest in major
ing in math is at an all-time low, few
students take advanced courses and
fewer than lOpercentof those students
are minorities,said the council's Committeeon theMathematical Sciences in

PRINCETON, NJ. (CPS)—Eight studentsreportedly lined up before the
advertised start of registration April 1 for a fall semester course called
"Pornography and America: Textuality and Sensuality."
The problem was that the advertisement was an April Fools joke played
by the Daily Princetonian, the campus paper. There was no such course
offered. Putative pom Prof. Andrew Ross, however, noted that, given the
studentresponse,startingsuchacourse"mightnotbeabadidea."Ross earlier
taught a "well-attended" Women's Studies film series that included the
movies "Superdyke Meets Madam X" and "Gonad the Barbarian."
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the Year 2000 in calling for reform. It
found other reasons for reform. Only
one in five doctoral degrees in math,
for example, is awarded to women.
Senior math professors, the report
added, are retiring faster than they can
be replaced. "In the United States, we
have achieved pre-eminent status in
mathematics research," said commit
tee Chairman William Kirwan, presi
dent of the University of Maryland at.
College Park. "We must develop math

ematics education to a comparable
level." The report, titled "Moving Be
yond Myths," said undergraduate
mathematics is the second largest dis
cipline taught atcolleges and universi
ties. Each year 3.5 million students
enroll in math courses. But about
two-thirds of all college math enroll
ments are in high school-grade courses
below the level of calculus. While 3.6
million ninthgraders tookmath courses
in 1972, the report said, the number

THE
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SPRING FESTIVAL '91
c#

RESTURANT Y CANTINA

BEEF

CHICKEN

7.95

Tender chicken breast marinated and sauteed with
tomatoes, bell peppers and onions. Served with
guacamole, pico de gallo and ranchera sauce, rice and
beans.

A

Hi

HH

7.95

Marinated strips of beef, with bell peppers, onion and
tomatoes, sent sizzling to your table. Served with
tortillas, ranchera sauce, guacamole and Mexican rice.

'
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dropped to 294,000 by the time the
same students reached college. Only
11,000 majored in math, 2,700 earned
masters and 400 received doctoral de
grees by 1986."Somechangesin teach
ing practices could be helpful," allowed
RonFreiwald,amath professor at Wash
ington University in St. Louis, but he
thinks changes need to be made at the
elementary and secondary levels."We
can-'t-ondo a-dozen years of damage

1986 PRICES!

INTERNATIONAL

NACHOS

TACO EL CARBON

......3.95

A large flour tortilla filled with cubes
of spicy sirloin, shredded lettuce,
Cheddar cheese and diced tomatoes.
Served with rice and beans..5.95

Corn tortillas sprinkled with beans, covered
In cheese, diced tomatoes, then garnished
with guacamole.
NACHOS GRANDES

4.95

A mound of tortilla chips covered with
beans, shredded beef, diced tomatoes,
salsa, guacamole, cheese, sour cream and
Jalapenos.
QUESADILLA

l y1

The result, she said, "is complete
frustration of the intent of copyright law,
which has been the protection of intellec
tual property and, more importantly, the
encouragement of free expression."

Colleges need to refigure the way they teach math, study says

Students Rush To Sign Up For Joke Porn Class

V
'

Kinko's copy centers like this one in Denver will no longer be
allowed to duplicate copyrighted material.

1|

,

3.50

A flower tortilla filled with melted cheese,
green onions and Jalapenos. Grilled to a
golden brown.
TAQUITOS

.....3.95

Corn tortillas filled with beef,deep-fried,
then served with guacamole and sour
cream for dipping.
BEEF

.5.25

A crisp flour tortilla shell filled with beef and

When: Saturday, April 27,1991
11:00 - 4:00
Where:University of the Pacific
Hand Hall Lawn

beans, then topped with crisp lettuce,
tomatoes, cheese and sour cream.

Served with Mexican rice
and refried beans
Taco - Chicken Taco - Bean Burrito
Beef Burrito - Cheese Enchilada
Chicken Enchilada - Taquitos

1. COMBINATION PEQUENA

4.95

Your choice of any ONE of the above Mexican specialties
2. COMBINATION GRANDE

CHICKEN

5.25

A crisp flour tortilla shell filled with chicken
and beans, then topped with lettuce,
tomatoes, cheese, sour cream, and
guacamole.

235 M.Center Street
Stockton, CA. 95202
(209) 067-3636

.5.95

Center

Your choice of TWO of the above

Sponsored by

C u l t uUr aPl BAEAT w a r e n e s s

3. PLATO DE LA CAS A

Pacific

<51
c

UOP

«3

6-95

Create your own Mexican dinner with any THREE

X

53

Chili Ffepper

OPINION
EDITORIAL

Oh yeah... the war
Isn't it sometimes amazing how peoples'attention can be diverted from
the triviality of everyday life just long enough for social critics to notice the
change in attitudes sweeping the country? Such was the case merely ten
weeks ago, when every American's head seemed to be aimed in the
direction of the television and the daily occurrences of the Gulf War. The
war was the first event since the Bay Area Earthquake to command the
attention of the general public, their concerns and their sorrows.
But that was ten weeks ago and now all seems forgottea As soldiers
come home to a nation that just a few months ago was emphasizing the
importance of honoring the troops upon their return, they are greeted with
a feeling that theGulfWar is"old news." Ofcourse, nobody really feels that
way, right? Americans care deeply aboutthe Persian Gulf and standing up
for democracy. Isn't it apparent?
Three months ago, people were tuned in to CNN and Peter Jennings,
reading the newspapereach morning and reviewing all available informa
tion. But, what was front pagenews has now often been pushed to the back
pages of the paper.
It is unfortunate that rather than focuson effective wrap up efforts and
supportive events, the American public chose to focus their attention on
gloating and claiming victory. Of course, there was no victory, just a
withdrawal. And, there was an enormous upheavalof foreign culture and
lifestyles that we did not take into account
The debate continues, in Congress at least over whether or not the U.S.
should be doing more to back the Kurdish rebels and provide necessities for
the Kurdish refugees. However, that same debate is lost in the conversation
of everyday America. Those same people who promoted U.S. involve
ment in the Middle East take little time to analyze the consequences of those
actions.
Instead, what do we find on the minds of our citizens? The laymen on
the street speak of Mcrv Griffin's law suit, the first televised exorcism on
"20/20," and World League football. Not necessarily unworthy topics, but
certainly not of thesame caliberas the events in Iraq that are still occurring.
It is important to remember that there are still many women and men
upholding ourprinciples in the MiddleEast,anditisatrulysad commentary
on our society tolose sight of this and other important world events for the
sake of pop culture. True, life most continue, and the situation in the Iraq
has eased greatly, but the relevance of our support, both for the personnel
we sent and the policy we endorsed, remains.
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Positive thinking, part two
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Listen to the words of Joe Clark
By Gene Hardin
Guest Columnist
After listening to Joe Clark's mes
sage on Wednesday the17th, lean only
wish that everyone (students & fac
ulty) at UOP could have heard what he
had to say.
Most of you know that he was here
and what he spoke about, so I'm not
going to go through all of the facts and
figures. Why?
Because this is an opinion article
and you can find out these things from
someone else. Theonly thing thatI can
convey in this second article about
positive thinking is that you stop and
think about how you can dosomething
positive or good in everything that you
do. One way that I can do this is to
elaborate on what Joe Clark said.
Why is it when somebody sees
someone or something that they don't
like they start remarking, "Oh can you
believe how much makeup she has on"
or, "Look at his pants, how stupid."
We've all said thesame kinds of things.
The reason: Low self esteem. Itdocsn't
matter how high on thepopularity chart
you are. The people who put other
people down are, on the inside, making
themselves feel better, but it's a nega

tive waste of time! Fact: everybody is
an individual.,.their own person. Let it
be that way, but I want you to think the
next time you're about to say some
thing negative. Instead, think of some
thing good to say. So you don't agree
with me.... SO WHAT! I'm me and
you're you. I once heard the famous
lecturer Zig Ziglar say, "If you help
enough other people get what they
want, ultimately you'll get what you
want." One of the best gifts in life is the
gift of encouragement. Give encour
agement and praise throughout your
life and good things will come to you.
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I didn't just make that up, folks, it's a
fact of life! But you say," Gene that's
too much of a pain." All you have to do
is smile or maybe smile and wave. It's
amazing, if you smile at somebody,
99% of the time they'll smile back.
Besides, it only takes 40 muscles to
smile and 80 to frown. You tell me
which is more of a pain.
So, I challenge you, try itfor a week
and it'll becomea habit! Relax, smile,
have a good time, be positive, and be a
Joe Clark. Stand up for what you
believe in...because if you don't you'll
fall for anything.

Athena pre

LETTERS POLICY
Have you got somethingyou want tosay about an article you've
seen in The Pacifican? Problems with a story or praise for policies,
people or places on campus? Why not write a letter to the editor?
The Pacifican is read by nearly 94percent of the student body and
96percent of the faculty. Now's your chance to be heard.
Letters must be typed and not more than 250 words. All
submissions must have a name, address and telephone number to
be considered for print.
The Pacifican reserves the right to edit all letters for length and
clarity.
Deadline for submission is Monday at noon for the following
Thursday's issue. Bring or mail your letter to 3rd floor Hand Hall
Stockton, Ca. 95211.
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Who would you like to hear lecture at UOP?

Danielle Rose
junior
Sports Medicine

Hey, Student Advisors! How about
Leo Buscaglia?

Scott Brooks
Senior
Communication

Garet Binckes
Senior
Communication

Tom Flore?. He's one of the best Michael Durst. He wrote a book
athletes this school has produced, entitled "Napkin Notes on the Art of
He was head coach of the Raiders Living." It's a good book on getting
and now is general manager of the to know yourself
Sea Hawks

Lisa Ozenbaugh
Senior
Liberal Studies

Mother Theresa. It would give stu
dents a better understanding of what
helping others is all about.

Kim Lopez
Senior
English

timothy Leary, because I missed him
when he was here before. I'd like
him to talk about his literature.

»»

Dylan Scoledes
Junior
Communication
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Billy Graham. After Brother Jim spoke,
I think it would good for students to
hear a more accurate presentation ol
The Good News.
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By Don Sherman, Senior Staff Writer

Top Ten TVaits That Americans Display While
Abroad

the Washington monument, "don't see the connec
tion."

Always yapping about their country's ability to
"kick-butt" militarily.
9.

Arc always glad topoint out and correct grammatical
errors in English, spoken by the "natives," but when
informed of their own slaughter of the local language,
respond "Benki, denki. I don't care! Just tell me
where the stupid toilet is!"

Never bothered to learn a foreign language, '"cause
English is like money, it's spoken everywhere."
Travel primarily to see whatit's like not tolive in"the
greatest country in the world."

3.

Tend to want to visit countries where the dollar is
"high" so that they can feellike aphilanthropist when
they leave a $2.00 tip.

Believe in the statement, "When in Rome do as the
Romans, so long as the Roman's don't stand too
close or try to make them eat "disgusting local food."

2.

Are always bragging about how wonderful America
is, and how it will stay that way, "As long as we can
keep the damn foreigners out!"

Speak loud and treat restaurant help like slaves
because, "Hey, I left the guy a $2.00 tip! I mean
what s $2.00 in this country? That's like a months
wages,right? Thebum shouldbe gladI'm visiting his
stinking little country!
Believe that theyknow the real reason why people in
central India worship obelisks,but when asked about

And The Number One Trait That Americans
Display While Abroad:
1.

By Katherine Marshall

In the throes of the Persian Gulf
War, did you find yourself wanting to
express disapproval of such violence
without resembling a whining, traf
fic stopping hippy? Were you dis
couraged from voicing your opin
ions by the utter black for Blood
Thirsty Republican, white for Bleed
ing Heart Liberal stigma, this past
year? Well, welcome to the grey.
Andy Blee, a member of A$UOP
senate, invites you to join the UOP
chapter of Beyond War.
"Beyond War tries to challenge
UOP to make a decision about war.
We're not a radical group; but, rather
a thinking person's organization, al
lowing students to intelligently dis
cuss the option of war and its alterna
tives," Blee explains. Basically, it is
a collection of thoughtful individu
als who strive to make war a thing of
the past.

Blee describes the undercurrent personally with pcp;e to develop
of Beyond War. "Since the prolifera moral opinions of war. There are
tion of nuclear weapons, war has between 70,000 and 100,000 mem
become obsolete, because any war bers across the United States. The
now would be the last. We have constituents recently held a satellite
evolved into a forum for changing conference to plan response? to the
people's opinion of war." The orga Gulf War. Opinions ranged from fly
nization protests the acceptability of ing the American Flag as a symbol of
war and its institutions. We have been distress instead of pride, to tying
programed to be proud of military black ribbons around trees instead of
killing machines and Patriot missiles, yellow ones,to not driving their cars.
when in reality they cause massive One person even proposed the gov
destruction. When asked what he felt ernment payoff Hussein to the tune
should have been done about the of two million dollars a day instead
Gulf Crisis, instead of war, Blee re of pouring that amount into our mili
sponse was,"Diplomacy should have tary power.
been pursued further. It was mouthed
If this sort of action agrees with
while troops were being stationed in you, there arc several ways to join
the desert."
the UOPchapter of Beyond War. You
Does Beyond War really make a can find Andy Blee in the A$UOP
difference, or is it just a group of office on Monday nights at 9:00p.m.
inconsequential students whimper Also Beyond War will have a booth
ing about the injustice of living in a at this weekend's International Spring
less than ideal world? The group Festival.
prides itself on reaching people on a
one to one basis; thereby working

Athena prepares to go abroad
By RaeAnn L. Ramsey
International Editor
Climbing aroundin theattic,Athena
found the large leather suitcasethat her
mother had told herabout. $hehobbled
down the steps and dragged it into her
warm room.
"I will only be gone for 5 months,"
she said. "There is no need to be so
grumpy." $ahara gazed out the win
dow, refusing to acknowledge her ex
planation. Athena walked over to her
cat and sat down.
"Ihave always wanted togoabroad,"
she explained sofdy, "Youknow that...
and besides, Mom actually agreed to
let me go!" $he waited for $ahara to
nuzzle up against her,but he was ada
mant. $he began strokinghis silky fur,
"Well, anyway,Iwill be off to Austria
in a week and whether you like it or not,
Iam going." With that she movedback
towards the old suit case so that she
could start packing.
She rummaged through her closets,
trying to decide what to bring. Athena
1

By Monica Yadegar
Senior Staff Writer
UOP students, staff and faculty
are invited to take a trip and "Tour
the WorldUOPStyle," this Saturday
at the International Spring Festival
1991, sponsored by UPBEAT. The
festival's agenda includes a variety
of food sampling, arts and crafts and
entertainment presented by the dif
ferent ethnic groups on campus.
"I think the idea of such an event
is a great way of bridging the gaps

STUDENT

They can never quite figure out what the hell a water
fountain is doing in their hotel bathroom.

UOP looks Beyond War
Staff Writer

1189 East March Lane, Stockton

SIS attracts
students

reasoned that since it would be cold at
this time of the year, it was probably
By Laurel Handly
wise to avoid shorts and t-shirts.
Staff Writer
"Grande Isle is very cold in the
winter, soI should be adequately pre
When asked why he decided to
pared. Don't you think so, $ahara?" attend UOP, senior Andy Mills re
The cat stood slowly and then plunged plied, "Because of SIS." His answer
off of her bed. Thesun had started to go is not anuncommon one for students
down and there was no warm sunbeam of the School of International Stud
peaking through her window. It was ies; 73% of the students enrolled in
time to go.
SIS came to UOP because of the
"Where are you going, sir?" Sahara unique program SIS offers, said SIS
lifted his tail and continued past her.
Dean Martin Needier. Needier ex
"How about keeping me company? plained that most universities only
Or are you too busy right now?" The offer a department of international
cat disappeared through the door. studies and that UOP is one of the
Athena sat on the floor of her small few universities that has a school
room, embracing the silence.
devoted to international studies with
"Alone, I guess... But that's fine. it's own faculty and classes. Although
After all, you, my friend, won't be in SIS is only in it's fourth year of
Austria." She bent down and picked up operation, it has proved to be a large
her favorite green and gold sweater. success and has become a role model
Carefully folding it, she began to hum for other schools.
a familiar tune that made the work
The twelve professors of SIS, who
seem less tedious.
are shared with COP, have worked
"I'm off," she sighed, "andIknow hard to develop an integrated pro
this is whatIneed."
gram. Courses are taught by profes
sors with different disciplines and
specialties so that the students are
given a multidimensional view of
their subjects. One of the special as
pects of SIS is that students are not
only required to have a college level
working knowledge of a language
but are also required to go abroad for
a semester.
At present the school offers four
different majors:International Rela
tions, International Relations with
between cultures andbringing an end
an economic emphasis,International
to prejudice," said Freshman Amy
and Regional Studies and Develop
Neubauer.
ment and Cultural Change. Students
According to UPBEAT, the pur
are also given the option of design
pose of the festival is to bring "cul
ing their own major with staff ap
tural awareness" to the students and
proval.
faculty. Student Lea Lopez said "we
The 170 students who are enrolled
always hear about different cultures
in SIS, 29 of whom are graduating
on campus, but to really understand
this spring, can look forward to many
them, we need to experience their
different career options such as go
way of life in programs like this fes
ing into international business, work
tival." The festival will take place
ing for a non profit organization,
from 11:00 to 4:00 p.m. on the Hand
joing the Peace Corps or continuing
Hall lawn.
_____
their studies at a graduate school.
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Who's who on the dean's list

Student's guide to finding a dat

Martin Needier, Dean of the School of International Studies

By Krista Huntsman

Pick-up lines for the 90's
Feature Editor

Recently, it has come to my atten
was a tremendous opportunity," said
tion that many of the men on our cam
Needier.
Needier has spent a lot of time in pus have difficulty in "picking up" the
Latin America. His longest visit was women at UOP. I do not mean literally
for three months. He has visited every "picking up" the women, I mean get
country in Latin America repeatedly ting their attention, making the moves,
and for different lengths of time. He flirting, etc... Now I know there is not
much of a problem late at night at a
has been going to Mexico every year
for 30 years; sometimes he goes for party after a 12-pack of beer but, what
onlyafewdaysorafewweeks. "People about early in the evening when you
havedifferentstrengthsand many know are sober! I know it is a scary thought
one country in great depth," said but, it is time the men on this campus
Needier. "Mystrengthisthatlknowall start asking the women out. I haveseen
of the countries and I can make com too many date parties come and go w ilh
dateless guys wandering around cam
parisons."
Nccdler's wife, Jan, is also a profes pus wondering how to ask "the girl of
sor of Latin American studies, and she their dreams" or as the party gets closer
I may not be Mr. Right, but I can be
teaches at the Monterey Institute of "any girl." I have seen at the same time,
International Studies. Dean Needier plenty of dateless girls who would be Mr. Right Now.
-Anonymous
said his wife is a tremendous source of more than happy to attend these func
information, and they continue to learn tions with any Tom, Dick or Harry. So
Is your Dad a thief? (No) Well then,
a lot from one another. They met at a I ask myself, "What is the problem
cocktail party for the Library of Con here?" And I say to myself, "Maybe who stole the stars from the sky
and put them in your eyes?
gress/Latin American S tudies Associa they don' t like the girls at UOP...maybe
tion. Their weekends are spent to the girls don't like them?" Then I say,
-Anonymous
gether in Monterey.
"Nah, most of these guys are young and
Needier is involved in several orga desperate, anyone will do."
So, ah...what meal plan are you on?
nizations, including Amnesty Interna
So, what is the problem? Maybe
-Crish Barth
tional. He is on the editorial advisory they do not know how to go about it.
board for Armed Forces and Society. This is when I thought about all of the
Don't I know you from class?
In his free time, Needier said that he countless pickup lines that are used
-Dave Hermanson
loves to play the guitar, sing and act.
He also used to do a lot of gourmet
cooking whenever he could.
Now, he says that he's "having a
extended happy hour forUOP students
By Krista Huntsman
ball" at UOP and views it as a tremen
from 4-10 p.m. Each Tuesday, the
Feature Editor
dous job, but a wonderful opportunity.
Chevys bar area and outdoor patio will
Starting April 30, Chevys restau sell a basket of three tacos for $2 and
rant will join the on-going fight to gain domestic long neck beers for $1 each
UOP student's business. Already, sev (for the first fivebeers, $1.25 after that)
eral other bars and restaurants in the if students bring the flyers. Also avail
area are offering specials targeted at able is the "bucket 'o' beers" for $5
UOP and other college students in the with the flyer.
5-month-old granddaughter, Jean
area.
Flyers advertising the "Taco Tues
Francis.
Chevys, which is located on the day" will be distributed each week and
In every person's life, there are
comer of March Lane and El Dorado, students who bring the flyers will re
times when sadness can replace hap
willbegin hosting "TacoTuesdays," an ceive the special.
piness. One of the hardest times in
the dean's life was when he lost both
of his parents. * His mother passed
away in December 1978; within
mfi1 fi
weeks, his father died. Although this
was a difficult time for Hamernik, he
continued to teach at UOP, paving
his way into his current position.
Along the way, many honors have
been bestowed upon the dean for his
professional success.

colonies and it wasn't Europe, so it fell
through the cracks." He became curi
ous about this neglected area and began
an independent study.
/sAfter the Cuban Revolution and the
rise of Fidel Castro, there wasa sudden
demand for people who knew anything
about Latin America. Before that, the

By Julie Webster
Staff Writer

The Features Page will be running
a series of articles on the Deans of this
campus written by students in the
Newsreporting class. The series will
run for the next several issues.
In the1950s people may have asked,
"What is there to know about Latin
America?" The focus was on Western
Europe, but Dean Martin Needierknew
that some day Latin America would be
just as important as Western Europe.
After receiving his B.A. and Ph.D.
from Harvard, Needier taught at
Harvard, Dartmouth and the Univer
sity of New Mexico.
When he heard of the opening at
UOP for dean of the School of Interna
tional Studies, Needier was extremely
interested. He said that after teaching
for 30 years, he was ready for some
thing new. Since SIS was fairly small,
he felt that it would be a nice situation
where hecould know all of the students
by name. "It's experimental, and we
can try new things that you couldn' t do
in a big place," said Needier.
Needier, bom and raised in England,
began his career as a German special
ist. He did hispolitical science doctoral
work on Western Europe; his disserta
tion focused on Germany. He realized,
however, that Latin America was being
neglected and began researching an
entirely different culture. "During the
1950s," he said,"Latin America wasn't

daily in bars across America. They
must work sometimes so maybe they
could help our UOP guys. I do not
mean the typical "What's your sign?"
or "What's a nice girl like you doing in
a place like this?" but, the more cre
ative, original lines. Maybe all of these
men just need to leam a few smooth
moves in order to get them going. So I
asked some of the men on campus to
give me examples of pickup lines they
either had heard or had used them
selves. Listed below are some of the
lines they came up with. Please feel
free to use these lines at your own
discretion. From what I hear, they
work wonders and you may end up
having to fight off members of the
opposite sex. Good luck.

Dean Martin Needier
focus had been on Western Europe,
comparative politics and imperialism.
With Needier's knowledge of Latin
America and the fact that he had cre
dentials and a doctorate, he kept getting
"sucked in" to write or speak about this
relatively unknown culture. He was
offered an opportunity to go to the
University of New Mexico to head the
Latin American studies program. It

University. All of his degrees were
in civil engineering with an empha
sis in structural analysis and design.
The dean feels that hisdays in school
were some of the happiest times for
him.

By Cathy Bowser

It's not hard to believe that an
engineer is creative since that is the
nature of being an engineer. How
ever, thereare some forms of creativ
Hamernik's first teaching experiity you might notexpect. Dean.Rob- •ence was at Oklahoma City Univerert Hamernik, the interim dean of the
school of engineering, has decorated
his office with various items includ
ing a beautiful ink and water wash
that he painted. He first became
interested in painting when he took a
drawing course as part of his engi
neering curriculum. This began his
love for painting, but painting is not
the only activity that the dean enjoys.
After 29 years at UOP, Dean
Hamernik expressed his continuing
happiness when he said, "I've en
joyed every year of it." In August
1990, he accepted the temporary po
sition of interim dean. He has en
joyed seeing second generation stu
dents complete the school of engi
neering requirements.

L i f e Ibl

neu-

sity in algebra. He also worked as a
designer for the Oklahoma State
Highway Department. If you are
driving along the interstate system in
Tulsa or Oklahoma City, you may
just drive over a bridge that Hamernik
designed.

When the time for play was over,
Hamernik earned his bachelor's of
science degree and his master's de
gree at the University of Oklahoma.
HereceivedhisPh.D.atOregon State

Aside from his professional en
deavors, the dean has a very happy
family life. His family includes his
wife, Erol Jean; his daughter,
Kathleen; his son, Gregory; and his
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Your tag is showing. It says,
In Heaven."
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You wanna go bowling?
-Mike Neilhammer
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In 1990, Hamernik received the
title of Engineer of the Year by the
Engineer's Council of San Joaquin
County. For the term of 1989-94, he
was appointed as an evaluator for the
Accreditation Board for Engineer
ing and Technology (ABET) by the
American Society of CivilEngineers.
These are only two of the many hon
ors Hamernik has received in his life.
Hamernik has some goals for the
school of engineering. One is for the
school to "continue to be a contribu
tor to the University." He is worried
that young people are not as inter
ested in engineering and science as
much as they once were. Another
goal is to attract more young people
to the school of engineering. He
would also like to see more minori
ties and females enroll in the school.

Dean Robert Hamernik

Born and raised in the south side
of Chicago, the dean loved to play
baseball when he was younger.
Hamernik remembers when former
Chicago White Sox player, Ted Wil
liams, threw back the bagged lunch
that he and a friend had dropped onto
the field.

Let's go gaze at the stars.
-Mark Hunton

Chevy's makes tacos for Tuesdays

Robert Hamernik, Dean of the School of Engineering

Guest Writer

What's that in your eye? Oh, sc
it's just that sparkle.
-Anonymous

As for personal goals, the dean
would love to have more free time.
When he retires, Dean Hamernik will
look forward to painting again.

Look for more Dean spotlights next week
When you party
remember to...
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ONE MONTH FREE STORAGE AT

MINI STORAGE
2055 N. West Lane Stockton, CA. 95205
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One month free rent with a minimum of two
months paid rent at our low prices.
Offer good with this coupon only and to new
customers only.
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Eat asparagus this weekend
By Terry Sanchez
Staff Writer
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shakes. For those of you who are not
so quick to try anything with aspara
gus in it (let alone a 'shake') there will
be about 40 other food vendors at the
festival for you tochoose from. Where
there s food, there is drink, including
soft drinks and for those over 21 there
is beer served in an keepsake mug with
the asparagus festival logo on it.
Surprisingly, it's not only about
food and drink. The Asparagus Festi
val also promises to keeping you en
tertained with live music and perfor
mances on various stages. KUOP will
be broadcasting live on Sunday begin
ning at noon from theLocal Entertain
ment Stage. The UOPJazz Ensemble
will be performing there at 2:45 p.m.
Then there's also the UOP Kid's Col
lege, offering fun and learning for
children ages 6-15. A record 86 artsand-crafters will be showing a variety

of original work in the 1991 Arts &
Crafts Show. The exhibitors were se
lected by the Stockton Arts Commis
sion, which organizes and administers
the show for the Festival. "Variety and
price range are considered by the ju
rors, of course, but the overriding crite
ria has always been quality,"says Nick
Elliott, the Arts and Crafts chair. It is
advised that festival visitors bring their
checkbooks and credit cards.
Don't miss out on the food and fun
ofthe festival thisyear. It'sagreatplace
to go with a group of friends or even to
go and meet new people. Go on out
there and try some asparagus, enjoy the
entertainment, and relax on what will
hopefully be a sunny weekend. As
Williams put it, "Get into the spear-it of
the Asparagus Festival."

YES regroups with "Union

mouj
**» wanna

The Sixth Annual Stockton Aspara
gus Festival will happen this weekend
at Oak Grove Regional Park, and it
promises to be the best one yet. The
gates open on Saturday and Sunday at
10 a.m„ so get there early if you want
to take advantage of the great food and
entertainment. The most convenient
way to get there is the shuttle service
offered by SMART (Stockton Metro
politan Transit District) from Delta
College'sShimaparkinglotforonly$2
round trip starting at 9 a.m. both days.
You might beasking what the festi
val is all about. Well, it started off when
Bob Carruesco, UOP alum and owner
of Gamut Promotions, and Joe Travale
former Executive Director of Stock
ton/San Joaquin Visitor and Conven

tion Bureau, got together and decided
to create a fun event that would pro
mote and benefit the city of Stockton.
Asparagus was chosen as a theme be
cause it is something the San Joaquin
area is famous for. One of the major
goals for the festival is to support chari
table groups and service organizations
in the community. Part of the funds
derived from the festival is divided
among groups who direcdy participate
in theevent. The festival over the years
has already distributed over half a mil
lion dollars to over 120 clubs and orga
nizations, according to Roy Williams
of Gamut.
For those who love asparagus, you
can have fun strolling down 'Aspara
gus Alley' where you will find such
delectable treats as deep fried aspara
gus, androastbeef sandwiches,aspara
gus pasta salad, and even asparagus
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It seems everywhere you turn
these days, another classic rock band
is rising from the dead. Bands such
as The Doors, Styx, and Queen have
been resurfacing and delivering some
serious efforts. Perhaps the largest
and greatest of these reformations is
that of the band Yes. The new album
is an astonishing showcase of talent
entitled "Union," and what a union it
is.
Their new effort features all of
the past Yes members of the band's
history, including the five originals.
This is an amazing feat in itself as
these are eight of the finest musi
cians in rock history. The reformed
Yes lineup has Jon Anderson on vo
cals, Bill Bruford and Alan White on

drums, Steve Howe andTrevor Rabin
on guitars, Tony Kaye and Rick
Wakeman pounding the keyboards
and Chris Squire laying the bass lines.
The original lineup of Anderson,
Bruford, Wakeman, Howe, and
Squire collaborated to produce such
fine albums as, "The Yes Album,"
"Tales From The Topographic
Ocean," and the infamous "Fragile."
Despite huge success, various mem
bers decided to venture off into solo
projects and such other bands as King
Crimson and Asia. These various
break-offs lead to the acquiring of
Rabin, Kaye, and White, who con
tributed their talents to such block
busters as 1983's"90125"and 1986's
"Big Generator". Following these
efforts came a spin-off band featur
ing four of the original members,
Anderson, Bruford, Wakeman,

Howe. It wasn't until this group went
into the studio to record their second
album, that the reformation of Yes
occurred. One by one, past members
decided thateveryone's efforts should
be concentrated on a new "Union".
Throughout the band's career
there seems to be two consistencies:
the dcliveranceof outstanding music
and the teamwork of Squire and
Anderson. The combination of the
unmis takeable pipes of Anderson and
intense bass lines of Squire, have
come to be recognized as Yes's sig
nature sound. On "Union", fans can
once again not only hear that dy
namic duo, but also enjoy the distinct
collaboration of early Yes and the
Yes of the 80'S. The band has truly
baked up ondrup classid rock's'
ultilmate treats With their alwaysoutstanding rhythm section forming

//

Tokey Players
"Move Over"
"Move Over, Mrs. Markham" is
not only the tide but tart advice for the
title character of the Bridsh comedy
that Tokay Players will open Friday,
May 3rd in downtown Lodi.
Mrs. Markham is the wife of a
publisher who has lent their London
flat for an evening's dalliance, to the
wife of her husband's partner. Unfortu
nately, her husband also has lent theflat
to his partner for the same purpose.
Playwrights Ray Cooney and John
Chapman have taken thisclassic comic
situauon, that of mistaken idenuues,
and expanded it into a spiral of catas
trophe and misunderstanding.
The show was an immediate hit in
London, several years later in New
York, and eight years ago when Ron
Ackerman won a Willie Award for direcdng it at Stockton Civic Theatre.
Ackerman, an Anglophile,also has
directed this new Lodiproducdon. why

do it again?
"Because it is very popular with
community audiences," he said."Some
theatres have done it four umes in
seven or eight years, it's that popular.
It's always been big at the box office,
which was certainly true at the Stock
ton Civic Theatre."
Ackerman also has directed another
Cooney-Chapman collaboration at
SCT, "There Goes the Bride." Last
season he directed and played a part in
a Cooney solo effort, "Run for your
Wife," a runaway hit fir Tokay Players.
"Move Over, Mrs. Markham" will
be performed at 8 p.m. Fridays and
Saturdays through May 25at the Hotel
Theatre, 7 S. School Street, with a 2:30
p.m. Sunday madnee on May 12. Re
served seat dekets at $7 per person may
be secured by calling thetheater at 3682225.

Greatful Dead tribute
Keeping the rainforests alive

A variety of acclaimed recording music in their hometown of San Fran
a firm crust for the intelligent and
artistslikeMidnightOil, Burning Spear, cisco. Whether it be artists who have
complex riffs of Howe and Rabin.
Cowboy Junkiesand Jane's Addiction, wanned up the stage for the Dead
Lying atop this cake is the ever-pow
have been brought together on the forlh- (Suzeanne Vega, Los Lobos) or those
erful clean rasp of Jon Anderson's
coming Arista Records release who have shared the stage (Bruce
vocals. Listeners can expect to hear
'Deadicated', a Grateful Dead tribute Homsby as a temporary replacement
Yes in every way that they ever loved
compilation.
to late keyboardist Brent Mydland),
them. "Union" also features many of
Significant proceeds from the impact has been just the same. The
the infamous-type lengthy master
'Deadicated',which features 15Grate- Grateful Dead are recognized by their
pieces, including the lead off single
ful Dead originals as interpreted by fellow musicians for their exceptional
"Lift Me Up", which is soaring up
Elvis Costello,Dr. John, Suzeanne Vega songwriting.
Album Rock Radio's charts!
and more, will go to the Fainforest
Grateful Dead classics such as
Fans should be sure to catch
Action Network and Cultural Survival, "Wharf Rat","U.S.Blues,'"Truckin'"
the resurected Yes on their exclusive
two organizations committed to fight and "Casey Jones" are a few of the
31-date spring tour. Look for them in
ing thedevastation of the world's tropi selections chosen from the Dead's vast
the Bay Area in mid-May. So, in
cal rainforests.
repertoire. The artists who covered these
advising to purchase or not to pur
For young musicians such as Jane's songs have done ample justice to the
chase, all I can conclude is, how can
Addiction, the music of theDead played originals, yet as each artist shapes and
one say no to Yes? Basically, it's easy
a part in a soundtrack of their youth. fonns the song to their personal style,
to expect nothing but the best from
. Veteran Dr. John can recall days of the songs take on new dimensions while
just that.
Gibing at 710 Ashbury Street when oanaking them accessible to a whole
Mark Mahoney assisted on this
he and his band would play the Dead's new generation of music lovers.
story

The
Program Along With:
Basil's
Michael's Pizza
Catfish Cafe
The Numbers
Chevey's
Shannon's
The Graduate
Stockton Rocks
McFly's
Waterloo, Ca.
And iVild Bill's
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Soeeberg enjoys life in USA
Tiger Tracks One
of Pacific's foriegn athletes
Thursday April 25
Men & Women's Tennis - thru 4/28
@ Big West Championships...
Softball @ Long Beach St

and sports medicine and is currently
earning a 3.54 GPA. She believes
schoolin theU.S.is considerably easier
thanin the Scandinavian countries. "At
home, we had to take tests at the endof
each year covering material fromboth
semesters. Everything here is much
more laid back and I love it," said
Soeeberg.
Perhaps one of the reasons that
Soeeberg sees school easier here is
because of her teachers. "Some teach
ers treat me a little different than other
students," said Soeeberg. "I guess it's
because they're not sure ifIcan handle
the work."
Soeeberg does much more here at

TBA
4:00 p.m.

Friday, April 26
Baseball vs. San Jose St.

7:00 p.m.

Saturday, April 27
Baseball vs. San Jose St.
Softball @ UNLV

1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.

Sunday, April 28
Baseball vs. San Jose St.

1:00 p.m.

Tuesday, April 30
Baseball vs. California

1:00 p.m.

"Everything here is
much more laid
back and I love it."

(All home games in bold)

-Charlotte Soeeburg

Steve Mehl, part
two of three
nally was going to do, go toUOP. Mehl
chose UOP because of its academics
Senior Staff Writer
Charlotte Soeeberg shoots through heavy defense.
and itsatmosphere."Ilike the school in
In Utica, Mehl had his best year as general," he said. "I like the professor By Todd Woodford
here in the United States. "I didn't
a prohitting .280 and stealing 40bases to student ratio and that it's an Ivy Staff Writer
know what to expect when I came
in 42 attempts. The great season in League-type school." Football also
here," said Soeeberg. "My first semes
Utica earned Mehl a promotion to the helped him make his decision. "It was
Charlotte Soeeberg was bom in a ter here was difficult, but I adjusted
White Sox' A A affiliate in Birming my last chance to play football," Mehl small town outside of Albertslund,
pretty well after that."
ham,Ala.,in 1989.He spent twoweeks said. "IfIwaited any longer,I would Denmark. Now, 22 years later,
Soeeberg, a juniorin the school of
in Birmingham beforea broken thumb have been too old."
Soeeberg is learning to adjust to life COP,is doublemajoring inpsychology
forced him to be dropped to the White
AfterdecidingonUOP,Mehl called
Sox'long-seasonAteam in SouthBend, the football office and asked for Coach
Ind.It was at theend of the 1989 season Cope (the coach that he originally
that Mehl decided that he had had signed with) not knowing that he had
enough of baseball.
been fired and that WaltHarris was the
For Mehl,the experience ofprofes coach now. Mehl then began to be a
sional baseball left him with negative salesman. "Ihad to bebusiness person By Mike Sklut
done everything right. He has put
feelings. He was sick of the dishonesty and sell myself," said Mehl.
Staff Writer
togetherarespectful coaching staffand
of the people in the front office and the
WhenHarris learnedof Mehl's situ
an exciting offensive, lightened the
There isno doubt that atmost Divi schedule and foundaplayer,TroyKopp,
long bus trips. Mehl said he learned a ation, he was a bit skeptical. But he
lot from this experience, though. "As lookedinto it and decided to giveMehl sion I universities the football and to build the program around.
far as baseball, the experience was all a shot. "I said 'Honestly Steve, there basketball teams are the talk of the
Since taking over the program in
negative," Mehl said. "Thereis a lot of are a lot of guys that come in over the campus. At UOP it seems that most
1989, Harris lead the Tigers to a 2-10
politics that goes on in baseball: the years and sell themselves.Idon' t know students don't even know we have a record inhis rookie season (five of the
'bonus babies' playing in front of you anything about you, but I'll do some DivisionIprogram in which we con losses coming against bowl game par
that aren't as goodas you; thelying that research and I'll get back to you,"' sistently play the best teams in the ticipants),anda4-7recordlastyear. To
goes on. It's just a lot of politics." Harris said."We calledacouplecoaches nation. In basketball we take on the understandHarris' improvements,you
Along with the politics, Mehl talked who had known about him and asked likes of UNLV and New Mexico State must examine the records. During the
about the traveling. "The travel was him whatthey thought.Everything they two times a year. In football the sched first two years thatHarris coachedUOP,
pretty harsh.We wouldsometimes have said was positive and they told us that ule has had top teams like Tennessee, the players on the field were not his
14-hour bus trips and thenplay a game if we didn't want him, they did. We Hawaii, Pittsburgh and Auburn pen own players.
in 116-degree heat," he said. "I defi then asked him to do some things ciled in. Due to these monster sched
The main man for the Tigers in the
nitely learned a lot about life."
assignment-wise and checked his ac ules,it isn't hard to understand why the next two years willbe Kopp. Kopp was
In the winter of 1989,Mehl decided countability. He was right on, so we records for both the basketball and
ranked third in the country in total
to retire from baseball and go back to decided to give him a shot"
football teams have not been too eye offense in 1990 and is expected to
catching.
school. He decidedto do what heorigiimprove evenmore this season. With a
The footballprogram hasnot seen a player like Kopp, UOP will get more
winning record since the 1977 season publicity whichin turn willhelp Harris
under Head Coach Chester Caddas with recruiting. Now big time high
whenit was 6-5. In the 1987-88 season school football players will hopefully
the basketball team lost all 18 league want to come to UOP..
games in a 5-24 season. Iam happy to
With nine starters returning on of
say that the embarrassing records and fense, including second-team All Big
the 40 point blowouts are over. The West receiver Aaron Turner, the of
1990s will be a different story.
fense will score near 30 points a game.
1968 UOP alumni Walt Harris has
Harris also has six defensive starters

By Everette Russell

UOP than just concentrate on her edu
cation. Sheisamajorcontributortothe
Lady Tigers basketball team. As a
freshman, Soeeburg scored 87 points
and saw action in each of Pacific's
games. Her Sophomore year, she
poured in 109 points and averaged 3.7
rebounds a game. This pastseason, the
six foot one inch forward raised her
average to 5.6 points a game and in
creased her rebound average to 4.1.
Soeeburg, along with her room
mate Lena Peterson from Sweden, was
recruited by head coach Melissa
DcMarchi. DeMarchiwas goodfriends
with the International coach in Den-

mark and because of that relation)1
she has was able to recruit thrce^^'V;;"
standing Scandinavian players"),1,3,^
bring them to theU.S. to play for
<;r •
Possibly the most difficuKjU,^^ '
0P,
justment for Soeeburg has been®'
food. "I enjoy the food much belt j; nsr £'
m
home. Idon't like the fried food
it seems there is too much fat conf
tration in foods here. The fool1
Denmark is much more delicatei'l
tasteful."
It was more than just her ho^i
land that sheleft behind whenshe c$ *
to UOP. She also left her fan!'
Soeeburg's family consists of
younger brother who in eight, a si>
who is 24, and her mother and fat?'
Her family comes to visit often di
the school year, which enables he \
stay relatively close toher family,
difficult not being able to return hi
at Christmas time. But when U
family comes to see me, it makes I [
feel like I'm at home. That's a gi|
feeling."
| j||
Learning the English langit|
for Soeeburg was theeasiest barrier|
had to conquer. "I started study j
English in the fifth grade. It was 1jf
that thoughbecauseItraveled a lot, 1
was forced to learn how to commi 1
cate the English language," s|
Soeeburg.
A cultural adjustment for a [
son can and often is a difficult thinj
handle. For Soeeburg it has beeiy[
enjoyable experience thatshe willcl'
ish for the rest of her life.

Pacific football and basketball on the rise

9 Days Left

Last year over 3,000 people
got together to do it!

storage

<$tubent$

Helping
is Learning

CALL TODAY
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FOR YOUR PROTECTION

JUST WEAR IT!

2 for 1 Sale

ALTHOUGH WE DON'T CARRY ALL SAFETY ITEMS
YOU WILL FIND MOST "SAFE CYCLING" ITEMS ON
SALE ALL MONTH AT ROBBY'S

One month free rent with a minimum of two months paid storaae
at our already low prices.

Too Many Brands
To Mention!!

Store at your safe and secure local Bekins Moving & Storaae
Agent who is only 2 miles south of the UOP campus.

10% Discount to UOP
Students With Student Card

We'" give you a warehouse receipt for the storage you brina us
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until the Fall either!
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us

We sell new and used packing cartons.
This special summer storage discount provided to all UOP
students who bring us this ad and show us their student I.D.

Call and compare our rates and services
riter yet, drop by and inspect our facilities

• SALES • SERVICE • ACCESSORIES""

• CALL ROBBY'S FOR DO-IT-YOURSELF REPAIRS

7931-B Thornton Rd

SINCE 1891
MOVING AND STORAGE AGENCY

(209) 465-2084
Cutter

j

Tiger Summer Special

By donating plasma, you are helping
hemophiliacs as well as other patients to enjoy
a healthy productive life. Now, more than
ever, we need your help.
At Cutter Biological we are committed to
improving the quality of life world-wide.
Through education and service YOU can help
make the difference. We value your time and
effort and we'll help by compensating you.
You can even study while you donate!

STOCKTON PLASMA CENTER
246 East Church Street
Stockton, Ca. 95203

returningincluding honorablemention
All-Big Westlinebacker Ron Papazian
who lead the team in tackles.
Maybe the key to the Tigers record
this season is the schedule. We said
"Good-bye" to Tennessee, Auburn and
Arkansas and "Hello" to San Diego
State and Cal Poly San Luis Obispo.
This will help the record as well as give
the much needed confidence.
Like the football program, the bas
ketball program isbeing turned around
by one of its own. Head Coach Bob
Thomason , a 1971 graduate of UOP
came back to lead them to respectabil
ity. He inherited a team which lost 21
games in a row under Tom O'Neill
during the 1987-88 season. Since tak
ing over,Thomason leadthe team to a721 record his first year, 15-14, hissecond
season and a thirdplace Big West finish
(14-15) record in the 1990-91 season.
UnlikeHarris,Thomason wasgiven
a great deal to work with. DonLyttle
and Dell Demps were both O'Neill
recruits who have turned out to be two
of the best players in UOP history.
Thomason took these two players and
built around them,addingpoint guards
Anthony Woods and Walsh Jordan,

Ms

MILES

'People Helping People'

943-6683
734 Wilshire Avenue, Stockton
( outh on Pershing, right on Fremont Street, left on Wilshire)

%%

0

951-4371
(End of Pacific On Left Side Behind Manny's Restaurant)
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istashedaw.
This past recruiting year has
his best.He snatched local starsCla, itathoioari. OBI.
Johnson andDclmonte Madisonalo
with junior college standouts Joh
Dcbbs and Tony Amundson.
As far asIcan see, thereis only01
problem with next year's team. fji
body can replace center Don Lytl t|
The second-team All-Big West sell j
tion was the Tigers real threat insil
With the line-up of Jordan, Demj 1
Lavender,Johnson andreluming gua J
Randy Morphew, the Tigers will ha|
to rely mainly on speed and outsi jl
shooting. Exciting basketball. Thekii 9
of basketball people come to watch. I
Having a good football andbaski j
ball teamis finallybecoming a realislI
possibility. After years of being (I J
cellar-dwellers in the PCAA and no
Big West Conference, the prograii
are ready to make a move.
I'm not saying a first place finish •
upon us, but respectability is. Harris ai j
Thomason still need a few years to d j
velop their programs, but they hai j
brought one thing to their programs tit I
was gone for a long time - excitement j
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Softball (W) -The Lady Tigers
Softball team won two of fourgames
last weekend, sweeping a doubleheader from New Mexico State, 70 and7-1.They lost adouble-header
to No. 13 ranked San Jose State,13 and 1-3. The Tigers are now 8-16
in the Big West, which puts them in
eighth place and 21-29 overall.
For the Tigers, Kris
McDowell stole three more bases
over the weekend, giving her 30 for
the year so far, which puts her in
eighth place in theTiger's history of
career stolen bases. Also for the
Tigers, Shellie McCrary hither first
home run of the season in their
game against New Mexico State.
Currently in the Big West
Conference, the Tigers have five
players that are at the top in hitting

categories. Wendee Espinosa and
Roxane Oshiro are second in home
runs with three a piece andtriples with
four a piece, respectively. Lisa
DcBenedetti is tied for second in the
Conference with 10 doubles, and
McDowell leads the league in stolen
bases with 30 and is also in the top 10
with 50 hits.
The Tigers are on the road this
weekend, playing atLong Beach State
today and at UNLV on Saturday. The
next Tigers' double-header will be on
Tuesday, April 30 when they host
Stanford in a make-up game from a
rain out early this season.
Tennis (M) - Themen's tennis team
has signed twooutstanding recruits for
1991-92. CoachVandePolis delighted
to announce that Sean Martin,NorCal
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player of the year in his first year of
'Boy's 18s", and nationally ranked in
the 16s age division, signed a national
letter of intent onNovember 14. He is
from Alameda,Ca. and wasoffered full
ride scholarshipsby several top schools
including Berkeley. The second addi
tion is Joey Gonzales, ranked No. 1 in
the MissouriValley and No. 68 nation
ally in his first year of "Boy's 18s".
Gonalzes signed his letter of intent on
April 10. Gonalzes is from St. Louis
Missouri. Currently the Tiger's record
is 11-12.
Tennis (W) - Going into the Big
West Women'sTennis Championships
the Pacific Tigers are seated at No. 2.
Baseball - It hasn't been a suc
cessful week for the Tigers as they

continued theirlosing streak to four
games last Tuesday when they were
defeated by the UC Davis Aggies
4-19.

By Valerie
Staff Writer

Sarver

Remember the disco/roller skating
rinks of the 1970s? And the distasteful,
yet fashionable pom-pom skates? If
you have apair of these heinous look
ing creatures stashedin your closet,dig
them out,dust themoff and fix them up.

Roller-skates have made their come
back in a new and improved skate of
the 1990s—rollerblades! Rollerblades
have become a new fashion statement
everywhere, including UOP. What is
better than rollerblades themselves are
the cross-training benefits that
rollerblading offers. ~
" ~~
Before youget tooexcitedand throw

your old skates on, someminor adjust
ments will have to be made. Update
your skate. Have the wheels realigned
to be in-line skates, not the old two
wheels side by side. Next, make sure
your skates are predominantly black.
The wheels andlaces canbe any offen
sive neon color of your choice. The old
brake on the front of your skates must
be placed on the back of the right skate
only.Isuggest youbuy somekneepads
in preparation for UOP's many pot
holes. Wrist or elbow pads can be
added for extra protection. To complete
the outfit, purchase some neon spandex
shorts or pants to match your skates.
Now you are fully equipped as a
distasteful yet fashionablerollerbladcr.
However, if you are more interestedin
rollerblading forphysical fitness, itcan
be a great cross-training sport.
"Blading" is an excellent low-im
pact exercise that builds strong leg,
back and stomach muscles. It also has
cardiovascular/aerobic benefits com
parable to running or biking.

HUNGRY?

losing at least 1 game. Long & Deep,
Faculty Fantasy Camp, and M-Rods

By Rich Carr
Senior Staff Writer

The first bout of bad1uck began
on April 19 when the Tigers trav
eled South for a series to be played
against UC Santa Barbara. Pacific
lost all three games, 13-1,4-2,117, respectively on the road.
Last Tuesday was their chance
to break the string of bad luck on
familiar ground but in a game that
lasted 14 innings the Tigers once
again fell short. The game against
the Aggies had good prospects for
the Tigers but they gave up two
runs in the 8th and missed a near
home run in the 11th, which would
have given them the win.

alIhave 1-1records andarc tied for first
place. The White League has
Schleprocks at 2-0 as the only team
with a victory. This league has not
played too many games yet. By next
week, the real picture will be clearer.

SOFTB At .1.; Aftpr four dayspost
poned due to rain, the season has fi
nally gotten underway.Despite having
almost two weeks completed, some
teams have still not played a game due
to constant reschedulingof games. With
just two weeks left, here is where ev
eryone stands in their leagues.
Co-Rec A: MarchM adness is alone
at the top with a 2-0 record with Grads
in Debt close behind at 1-0. Trapped in
Stockton has not played yet.

SOFTBALL'S TOPRANANAS

as of 4/21
CoRec A
1. March Madness
2. Grads in Debt
CoRec B
1. Tight & Sweet
2. Needler's Rebellion
3. Delta Sigma Pi
4. AAA

Needier's Rebellion and Delta Sigma
Pi at 2-1 with Cove Dwellers and
Redeye's Revenge back one game at 1-

The skate of the 90's has a new twist
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Intramural softball
and soccer begin

By Mike Martinez and
Andrea Peterson

Rollerblades are an ideal cross-train
ing tool forbicycling, downhill skiing,
cross-country skiing, running and
hockey. After quite a bit of practice,
you can start to learn some more diffi
cult tricks. Some people can even
dance on blades!
Roller hockey is another outlet that
is rapidly becoming popular. Just grab
a tennis ball, a hockey stick, and some
friends with skates and find the nearest
empty parkinglot! Moreseriousbladers
may be interested in racing.
Rollerblade, Inc. sponsors "Run or
Roll" events in many communities.
For runners in the event, the course is
five kilometers, and ten kilometers for
the rollerbladers. There are prizes of
fered for different age groups. (For
more information on racing, contact a
local rollerblade dealer).
However, the most popular use for
rollerblades at UOP is transportation.
They are a fun and fast way to get to
class, just make sure you have prac
ticed stopping quite a bit first.

1. The Red League has the only un
beaten team in the B division with
Tight & Sweet at 3-0. AAA is close
behind at2-l and AlCS is at 1-1.
Men A: TheOrangeLeaguehas2time defending champion Hanabada
Boyspicking up where they left off last
year. They are4-0andmight be thebest
this year.YAE Zero's and Sewer Patrol
(both 1-1) have given the Hanabada
Boys two tight games and could cause
problems later.The Yellow Leaguehas
both Archania and YAE at 2-1. Phi
Delta Theta and Bulldogs areboth at 12. Thisleague is very balancedand any
team can win on a given night.
Men B: This division is the largest
with 13 teams in three leagues. The
Black League has YAE at 2-0 with Phi
Delta Theta at 2-1. The Blue League
has no dominant teams with everyone

Men A
1. Hanabada Boys
2.XAE
3. Archania
Men B
1. Schleprocks
2. IAE
3. Long & Deep
4. Faculty Fantasy Camp
5. M-Rods
OUTDOOR SOCCER- Finally
after a month of rainouts and resched
uled games, leagueplay has begun. At
this writing we only have last
Wednesday's results. In the Co-Rcc
Division, Q-8 Patriot defeated The
(See INTRAMURALS, page 10)

Good Luck to men's and
women's tennis in the
Big West Championship
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11.99 CD 7.99 CASS

DELIVERS FREE

THE ENTIRE GEORGE THOROGOOD
CATALOG IS ON SALE NOW!

Anywhere on campus 7 days a week

CHARGE IT

GEORGE THOROGOOD

GEORGE THOROGOOD

& THE DESTROYERS

& THE DESTROYERS

BAD TO THE BONE
INCLUDES BAD TO THE BONE •
NOBODY BUT ME • NEW BOOGIE CHtLLUN

MAVEffCK
INCLUDES I DRINK ALONE*
WILLY AND THE HAND AVE • GEAR JAMMER

TO YOUR
11.99 CD 7.99 CASS
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11.99 CP 7.99 CASS
GEORGE THOROGOOD

GEORGE THOROGOOD

EXPRESS PLAN

& THE DESTROYERS

& THE DESTROYERS

BORN TO BE BAD
INCLUDES YOU TALK TOO MUCH •
BORN TO BE BAD • TREAT HER RIGHT

LIVE
INCLUDES ONE BOURBON. ONE SCOTCH
ONE BEER • MADISON BLUES • WHO DO YOU LOVE'

OR

BONUS PLAN
SALE ENDS APRIL 30, 1991

[11.99 CD 7.99 CASS

11.99 CD 7.99 CASS
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ORDER BY PHONE OR STOP BY THE SUMMIT
ANYTIME BETWEEN 7:30 -11 PM
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946-2394
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STOCKTON

6623 PACIFIC AVENUE, LINCOLN VILLAGE

MUSIC VIDEOS * VIDEO SALES & RENTALS!

The Pacifican, April

Joe Clark spoke with authority to an energetic audience

CLARK

BATMAN

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

moment's notice. As a result of his
techniques, the school environment
became more conducive to learning
and proficiency test scores improved.
Clark was called in to head
Eastside's staff in 1982. He found a
school riddled by gangs and drug deal
ers and an environment in which stu
dents were afraid to learn and teachers
were afraid to teach. Clark turned the
school around using questionable tech
niques such as the expulsion of those
students he believed to be troublemak
ers, firing those teachers whodisagreed
with his administrative theories and
locking all exits to the school in an
effort to keep the drug dealers and
thugs out.
Making between $5,000 and
$10,000 a speech, Clark is busy on the
lecture circuit, speaking at 50 to 60
engagements per year.

whole purpose of his speech and pro
fession is to keep kids in school to
learn, not to teach them that money can
buy freedom.
Liking when a reporter referred to
black people as those who have been
kissed by the sun, Clark told the same
reporter his reasons for being a Repub
lican, "If President Reagan called you
up, you'd be a Republican too."
At the beginning of the perfor
mance, Clark promised not to bore us.
He lived up to his promise by using his
loud and uplifting voice, not by his
ideas. Clark told us everything that was
wrong with racism and public schools,
but he never said how to fix them. He
used his enthusiasm and high spirit to
win the crowd over, not his knowledge
and innovative thinking. There is no
doubt that Joe Clark was once a great
principal and cared deeply for the youth,
but now TIME magazine covers and
nice suits are what interest him the
most.

(Continued form page 9)

Radical Rebels 2-0. The Men's Divi
sion had Desert Storm defeating Phi
Delta Theta 2-0 and YAE defeating
Eiselen. Next week I will have com
plete standings and game results.
SUPERVISORS NEEDED!!!!!!!
Next year's intramural supervisors are
being interviewed next week. All ap
plications should be turned in by to
morrow Friday at 3 p.m. These posi-

RIGHT TO KNOW
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tions are open to anyone with an inter
est in working in the intramural pro
gram. You will be asked to work an
average of 10 hours a week. Workstudy students are encouraged toapply.
This job opportunity will give you
managerial skills needed in any career
setting you may be going into.
Every Friday night, until the end of
the semester, the Main Gym will be
open for volleyball beginning at 9 p.m.
In the fall semester, there were three
courts playing at all times from 9 p.m.
to 11 p.m.

MCCAFFREY CENTER PATIO

(Continued from page 1)

map as far as computers go," headded,
"big schools like Michigan and Purdue
have these systems."
According to D. Atchley, similar
systems have been installedat 38 sights
across the country.
With the new system being farsuperior, Houston believes UOP will be a
safer place. "If the officers are doing a
better job due to the computers, then
they're doing a better service for the
University."

CLASSIFIEDS
AMIGA S00 COMPUTER FOR SALE
1064 Monitor
External Disk Drive
1MB Card
Epson FX-80 Printer
Word processors-Excellence I and the works
(spread sheet also)
Games- TV Sports Football, Battle Chess, Test
Drive II (with super cars and Ca. scenery),
Lords Of The Rising Sun, Earl Weaver Base
ball, Menace, Dungeon Master, Who Framed
Roger Rabbit?, F-18 Interceptor, Centerfold
Squares, Etc. All Documentation and Boxes.
Call 447-7431 and make an offer
JOB OPPORTUNITIES
Stock Broker Trainee National full service
Investment banker expanding to San Mateo.
Market opportunity for hard working enthusi
astic Individual with sales experience. Excel
lent training advancement opportunities. Send
resume to: Box 6400, San Mateo, California
94403.
STOCKTON ROC KS Is looking for U.O.P. bonds
to perform on Tuesday Brew and Burger
Nlte's. For booking Information contact Chris
or Stu at 952-3474.
HELP WANTED
WANTED 100 PEOPLE We will pay you to lose
16-29 lbs. In 30 days. All natural
1-600-347-7584
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES Make $9000
one transaction! Drug Raid Seizures! Buy
dirt cheap-auto's, houses, boats-everythingguaranteed! Details: Rushed stamped enve
lope: J.C. Advertising P.O. Box 30292 Stock
ton, California 95213-0292.
TRAVEL
Need a little thrill In your hectic life? Book an
exciting trip by plane, train, or ship to any
where you desire. We can deliver your tickets
to your door. Call your student representative-Stacie at Always Travel. 463-3559.
PERSONALS
Eric- Happy Birthday, Egghead! I Can't wait
to celebrate with you In Japan when you have
sometime. Congratulations!

ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
TAPCHT IN ENGLISH BY DANISH FACULTY
Hans Christian Andersen (1805- 75) - the great Danish fairy-tale writer
understood the value of expanding your world:

To TRAVEL IS TO LIVE!
LIFE BECOMES RICH AND
EXCITING WHEN YOU ARE
NOURISHED BY THE GREAT
WORLD. To EUROPE' IS THE
CRY FROM THE SONS AND
DAUGHTERS OF AMERICA.
TO THE LAND OF OUR
FATHERS, THE WONDERFUL
LAND OF MEMORIES AND
DREAMS - EUROPE!'

™
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Fall, Spring and full Academic Year:
LIBERAL ARTS (SOCIAL SCIENCES, HUMANITIES, ARTS)
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN (ALSO SUMMER)

• Big Breakfasts • Big Hamburgers
• Big Sandwiches • Big Dinners
Ql Beer and Wine Served

DIS, Denmark's International Study Program.
Affiliated with the University of Copenhagen
One of Europe's oldest, safest and most
highly esteemed study abroad programs.
Established, recognized and supervised by
the Danish government.
Topwork from the DIS program was what I got - il really
fulfilled my academic expectations. The fad thai instruction was
in English, but by Danish faculty substantially added to the
program - gave a true insight into what Danes and other Euro
peans feel about the new developments. That, together with
the study tours and field trips, and my Danish host-family that!
loved, have been highlights of my stay

467-DUCK

Hours: Monday - Saturday 6:00 am - 8:00 pm
Sunday 8:00 am - 3:00 pm

dNBk
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Plenty of free parking in the rear and adjacent lot,

I
"

REGISTER to win a combo TV/VCR

Steven C. Robison, University of the Pacific, Fall 1990
The DIS program was one of the biggest challenges I have
ever had to face. I have learned so much because I was experiencing
the curriculum in addition to iust reading about il. The study
tours arranged by DIS added tremendously tcjhis real life experience'. Europe is expensive but with DIS I got more than full
value for the money I spent.

103 W. HARDING WAY

and many other prizes

Winner will be announced May 1, 1991
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DUCK NOOK RESTAURANT

DUCK NOOK RESTAURANT
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Yolanda James, University of Connecticut, Fall 1990

^l/v off
ANY BREAKFAST
Expires May 31, 1991
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off

ANY LUNCH
Expires May 31, 1991

DUCK NOOK RESTAURANT

P A e V U off
ANY DINNER
Expires May 31, 1991

